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Radford constructed two families of finite-dimensional pointed Hopf
w xalgebras over a field k R1, 5.1, and 5.2 . The first one, denoted by
H , is a family of pointed Hopf algebras which contains a subfamilyn, q, N , n
of self dual pointed Hopf algebras, denoted by H . This subfamilyN, n , v .
w xgeneralizes Taft's well-known Hopf algebras G1, T . The second one,
denoted by U , is a family of pointed, unimodular, and ribbon HopfN, n , v .
algebras constructed for the purpose of computing invariants of knots,
links, and 3-manifolds. This family generalizes the well-known quantum
 .group U sl 9 when q is a root of unity. The author constructed a newq 2
family of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras, denoted by H , whichn, q, N, n , a
generalizes Radford's H , and furthermore proved that this newn, q, N, n
family captures all Hopf algebras generated as algebras by one grouplike
welement of order N, and one nontrivial skew primitive element G3,
x  .Theorem 1.1.1 . He also proved that U sl 9 and the 8-dimensional Hopfq 2
algebra U capture all minimal quasitriangular Hopf algebras U,2, 1, y1.
generated by one grouplike element of prime order N and two nontrivial
 . w xkG U independent skew primitive elements G3, Theorem 1.2.2 . The
purpose of this paper is threefold: first, to study the family H , andn, q, N, n , a
to construct and study a new family of finite-dimensional pointed and
unimodular Hopf algebras which generalizes Radford's U ; second, toN, n , v .
answer in the negati¨ e Kaplansky's 10 th conjecture from 1975 on the finite
w xnumber of Hopf algebras of a given dimension K ; third, to generalize
w xG3, Theorem 1.2.2 and characterize the subfamily U via minimalN , n , v .
quasitriangularity.
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we discuss some aspects
of the theory of finite-dimensional Hopf algebras and introduce all the
Hopf algebras which are relevant for this paper.
In Section 2 we study the family of Hopf algebras H and itsn, q, N, n , a
family of dual Hopf algebras H U . First, in Proposition 2.1 we shown, q, N, n , a
that H is pointed, find a linear basis for it, find the first term of itsn, q, N , n , a
coradical filtration, find its left and right integrals, and show that it is an
extension of kZ by H . Second, in Lemma 2.2 we describeNr n n, q, n, n
 U .   .G H where G H denotes the group of grouplike elements of an, q, N , n , a
.Hopf algebra H and then use it in Theorem 2.4 to show that Radford's
family H is characterized via self duality. Third, in Theorem 2.5 weN, n , v .
find a necessary and sufficient condition for the dual Hopf algebra
H U to be pointed by constructing irreducible representations ofn, q, N , n , a
H . Fourth, in Proposition 2.6 we prove that Radford's familyn, q, N , n , a
H is closed under duality and then use it in Corollary 2.7 to shown, q, N , n
U U nthat H is an extension of H ( H hence ofn, q, N, n , a n, q, n, n n rn, n ., v , N, m
.H if a / 0 by kZ . Finally, in Lemma 2.8 we find all the Hopfn, q, n, n Nr n
subalgebras of H and then use it and Theorem 2.5 to determine inn, q, N, n
Theorem 2.9 when H is quasitriangular.n, q, N, n , a
In Section 3 we first construct and study a new family of finite-dimen-
sional pointed Hopf algebras, denoted by U . In particular inn, N, n , q, a , b , g .
Proposition 3.2 we show that it is pointed, find a linear basis for it, find the
first term of its coradical filtration, show that it is an extension of kZNr n
by U , for some primitive nth root of unity v, and prove that it isn, n , v .
always unimodular by computing a nonzero 2-sided integral for it. We also
show that over any infinite field which contains a primitive nth root of
unity, our new family contains infinitely many nonisomorphic Hopf alge-
bras of any dimension of the form Nn2, where 2 - n - N are integers so
that n divides N. Thus, in Corollary 3.3 we prove that Kaplansky's 10th
w xconjecture from 1975 K is false. Second, in Theorem 3.6 we use Theorem
w x2.5 to generalize G3, Theorem 1.2.2 and show that over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero, Radford's family U , which weN, n , v .
identify as the subfamily U n , captures all minimal quasi-NrN, n ., N, n , v , 0, 0, 1.
triangular Hopf algebras U, generated as algebras by one grouplike ele-
 .ment of an arbitrary order N, and two nontrivial kG U independent skew
primitive elements.
1. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, unless otherwise explicitly stated, k denotes a
field. Also, we shall denote the greatest common divisor of two integers a
 .and b by a, b .
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The Hopf algebras which are studied in this paper are pointed. Recall
that a Hopf algebra H over the field k is pointed if its simple subcoalge-
 .bras are 1-dimensional; that is, they are generated by elements of G H .
 .For any g, h g G H we denote the vector space of g : h skew primitives
 .  <  . 4of H by P H s x g H D x s x m g q h m x . Thus the classicalg , h
 .primitive elements are P H . The element g y h is always g : h skew1, 1
 .primitive. If P H consists only of the linear span of g y h we say it isg , h
 .  4trivial. Otherwise, let P H 9 denote a complement of sp g y h ing , h k
 . w xP H . Taft-Wilson theorem TW states that the first term H of theg , h 1
coradical filtration of H is given by
H s kG H [ P H 9 . 1 .  .  .[1 g , h /
 .g , hgG H
The following lemma is very useful in determining whether certain Hopf
walgebras are pointed. Various forms of it appear in the literature; see R1,
xLemma 1 for example.
LEMMA 1.1. Suppose that H is a Hopf algebra o¨er the field k which is
 .generated as an algebra by a subset S of G H and by g : g 9 skew primiti¨ es,
 .where g, g 9 run o¨er S. Then H is pointed and G H is generated as a group
by S.
The next proposition is very useful, in particular in the context of
w xquantum groups; see R1, Proposition 1 for example.
PROPOSITION 1.2. Suppose that A is an algebra o¨er the field k and v g k
 .nis a primiti¨ e nth root of unity. Let a, x g A satisfy xa s v ax. Then a q x
s an q x n.
w xLEMMA 1.3 G2, Lemma 0.2 . Let H be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra
 .  .o¨er a field k. Assume that dim H 1 / 0 and let x g P H . Then xa s axa, 1
 4if and only if x g sp a y 1 .k
Next, we give a very brief description of the underlying Hopf algebra
 .structure of D H , the Drinfel'd double of a finite-dimensional Hopf
w x  . cop  copalgebra H D . As a coalgebra D H s H* m H where H* s H* as
an algebra, with new comultiplication Dcop s t (D, where t : H* m H* ª
.H* m H* is the usual twist map . Set p j a s p m a for p g H* and
a g H. Multiplication in the double can be described in several ways. The
following are very convenient,
p j a q j b s p a ? q ? sy1 a j a b .  .  . . 1. 3. 2.
and
y1p j a q j b s pq j s* q © a £ q b , .  .  .  .  /2. 1. 3.
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 :  :  :  :  :where a ? q, b s q, ba , q ? a, b s q, ab , p © a s a p, a ,1. 2.
 :and a £ p s  p, a a for all p, q g H* and a, b g H. The antipode1. 2.
 .  .   .. .y1 . .S of D H is given by S p j a s « j s a s* p j 1 for p g H*
 . .  . .and a g H. Observe that p j 1 q j b s pq j b and p j a « j b s
 .p j ab. As a consequence, the one]one maps i : H ª D H and i :H H *
cop  .  .  .H* ª D H defined by i h s « j h and i p s p j 1 respectivelyH H *
for h g H and p g H* are Hopf algebra maps.
We recall now the definition of a quasitriangular Hopf algebra. Let H
1. 2.  .be a Hopf algebra and R s R m R g H m H. The pair H, R is said
 .to be a quasitriangular Hopf algebra if the following axioms hold r s R :
QT.1 D R1. m R2. s R1. m r 1. m R2.r 2. , .  . 
QT.2 « R1. R2. s 1, .  .
QT.3 R1. m Dcop R2. s R1.r 1. m R2. m r 2. , .  . 
QT.4 R1.« R2. s 1, and .  .
QT.5 Dcop h R s R D h for all h g H . .  .  . .  .
Drinfel'd has shown that the double of any finite-dimensional Hopf
w xalgebra is quasitriangular D . Suppose that f : H ª H9 is a surjective
 . .  .Hopf algebra map and set R9 s f m f R . Then H9, R9 is quasitriangu-
 . 1. 2.lar. Let H, R be quasitriangular and write R s R m R in the
 .  1.4  .  2.4shortest possible way. Set l R s sp R and r R s sp R . Let Hk k R
 .  .  .be the Hopf subalgebra of H generated by l R and r R . Then l R and
 .r R are finite-dimensional Hopf subalgebras of H, and there exists an
Ã cop .  .isomorphism of Hopf algebras f : l R * ª r R and a unique surjection
  .. <   ..of Hopf algebras F: D l R ª H which satisfies F s i l R andlR.R
< cop w x  .F s f R2 . If H s H then H, R is called a minimal quasitrian-lR.* R
 .gular Hopf algebra. We shall also say that H is a minimal quasitriangular
 .  .Hopf algebra if there exists R g H m H such that H, R is a minimal
quasitriangular Hopf algebra.
w xWe now recall the definition of H and H R1, 5.1 . Let n,n, q, N, n N , n , v .
<n , and N be positive integers such that n N and 1 F n - N. Suppose
< n <q g k is a primitive nth root of unity and let r s q . As an algebra
H s H is generated by a and x which satisfy the relationsn, q, N, n
aN s 1, x r s 0, and xa s qax.
The coalgebra structure of H is determined by
D a s a m a, D x s x m an q 1 m x , « a s 1, and « x s 0. .  .  .  .
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The antipode of H is determined by
s a s ay1 and s x s yqyn ayn x . .  .
w  .xBy R1, Proposition 8 and Theorem 4 a and Lemma 1.1, H satisfies the
following:
 .H.1 As an algebra H is generated by a grouplike element a of order
 .nN, and by the space P H of dimension F 2.a , 1
 .  .  .H.2 H is pointed with G H s a , and if r ) 1 then it is self dual
if and only if there exists a primitive Nth root of unity v g k such that
q s v n.
If the field k contains a primitive Nth root of unity v such that q s v n
and N ¦ n 2, then H is denoted by H .n, q, N, n N , n , v .
w xWe next recall the definition of the family H G3, 1.1 . Let n, n ,n, q, N, n , a
<and N be positive integers such that n N and 1 F n - N, and let a g k.
< n <Suppose q g k is a primitive nth root of unity and let r s q . For a s 0
we define H s H s H . For 0 / a g k we further assume0 n, q, N, n , 0 n, q, N, n
 .  .that n, n s 1 hence r s n , n ) 1, and N ¦ n n. In this case, as an
algebra H s H is generated by a and x which satisfy the relationsa n, q, N, n , a
aN s 1, x n s a an n y 1 , and xa s qax. .
The coalgebra structure of H is determined bya
D a s a m a, D x s x m an q 1 m x , « a s 1, and « x s 0. .  .  .  .
The antipode of H is determined bya
s a s ay1 and s x s yqyn ayn x . .  .
Note that since N ¦ n n it follows that x n / 0.
Remark 1.4. Suppose a / 0. Then to construct H s H wea n, q, N, n , a
follow the line of argument and notations used by Radford in order to
w xconstruct H R1, 5.1 . We let C be the 4-dimensional coalgebra overn, q, N , n
 4k with basis A, B, D, X whose structure is determined by
D A s A m A , D B s B m B , D D s D m D , .  .  .
and D X s X m B q D m X , 2 .  .
 .and let I be the ideal of the tensor algebra T C generated by
AN y 1, B y An , D y 1, XA y qAX , and X n y a An n y 1 . .
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 .It is straightforward to check that T C has a unique bialgebra structure
 .  .  .determined by 2 , that I is a biideal of T C , and finally that H s T C rI,a
where a s A and x s X, is a Hopf algebra.
In the following we state that over an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero, the family H is unique with respect to propertyn, q, N, n , a
 .H.1 . We also prove it here for the sake of completeness.
w xTHEOREM 1.5 G3, Theorem 1.1.1 . Let k be an algebraically closed field
of characteristic zero. Let H be a Hopf algebra o¨er k, and suppose there exist
integers 1 F n - N so that as an algebra H is generated by a grouplike element
 .na of order N, and by the space P H of dimension F 2. Then there exist aa , 1
<positi¨ e integer n such that n N, a g k and a primiti¨ e nth root of unity q g k
such that H s H .n, q, N, n , a
 .  .  n 4n nProof. If dim P H s 1 then P H s sp a y 1 . Thus, H sk a , 1 a , 1 k
 .  .nk a s H , and we are done. Now assume dim P H s 2. First1, 1, N , n , 0 k a , 1
 .  .nnote that the semisimple commutative algebra k a acts on P H bya , 1
 n 4  .  .nconjugation and that sp a y 1 is a k a -submodule of P H . Thusk a , 1
 .  4there exists a 1-dimensional k a complement of it. Let x be a k basis of
this complement. Then
ay1 xa s qx or equivalently xa s qax for some q g k . 3 .
N N < < <Since a s 1 it follows that q s 1. Set n s q . Then n N. Also set
< n <  .  n . . yn  . n .r s q . By 3 x m a 1 m x s q 1 m x x m a , hence by Proposi-
tion 1.2
rr n r n r rD x s x m a q 1 m x s x m a q 1 m x . .  .
Moreover,
x ran r s qn r 2an r x r s an r x r .
r  n r .Thus it follows from Lemma 1.3 that x s a a y 1 for some a g k.
<Therefore, if either a s 0 or N n r then there exists a surjection of Hopf
 .algebras H ª H, which is also an injection by Proposition 2.1 3n, q, N, n , 0
w xand M, Theorem 5.3.1 , and we are done. If a / 0 and N ¦ n r then
r  n r . r rx / 0. Since a a y 1 and a commute, so do x and a. But, x / 0,
r <  .  .hence q s 1 which is equivalent to n r s nr n, n . Thus, n, n s 1 and
r s n, and we conclude that there exists a surjection of Hopf algebras
 . wH ª H, which is also an injection by Proposition 2.1 3 and M,n, q, N , n , a
xTheorem 5.3.1 .
w xWe conclude this section by recalling the definition of U R1, 5.2 .N, n , v .
Let n and N be positive integers such that 1 F n - N and N ¦ n 2.
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Suppose that v g k is a primitive Nth root of unity. Let q s v n and
< n < < n
2
<r s q s v . As an algebra U s U is generated by a, x, and yN, n , v .
which satisfy the relations
aN s 1, x r s 0, y r s 0, xa s qax , ya s qy1ay ,
and yx y qyn xy s a2n y 1.
The coalgebra structure of U is determined by
D a s a m a, D x s x m an q 1 m x , D y s y m an q 1 m y , .  .  .
« a s 1, « x s 0, and « y s 0. .  .  .
The antipode of U is determined by
s a s ay1 , s x s yqyn ayn x , and s y s yqnayn y. .  .  .
w x w  .It follows from Lemma 1.1, G2, Lemma 1.2.1 , and R1, Proposition 10 d
xand Theorem 5 that U satisfies the following:
 .U.1 As an algebra U is generated by a grouplike element a of order
 .  ¨ 4nN, and by the space P U s sp a y 1, x, y of dimension 3. In particu-a , 1
 .  .lar, G U s a .
 .  .  ¨ 4nU.2 P U s sp a y 1 for all ¨ / n . In particular, it followsa , 1 k
 .  i j l < 4from 1 that U s sp a , a x, a y 0 F i, j, l F N y 1 .1
 .U.3 U is minimal quasitriangular.
 .U.4 U is pointed, ribbon, and unimodular.
The author proved that over an algebraically closed field of characteris-
 .  .tic zero, if U is a Hopf algebra which satisfies U.1 ] U.3 with prime N
then either U s U or there exists a primitive Nth root of unity q so2, 1, y1.
 . w xthat U s U sl 9 G3, Theorem 1.2.2 .q 2
2. THE FAMILY Hn, q, N, n , a
In this section we study some properties of the Hopf algebra Hn, q, N, n , a
and of its dual Hopf algebra H U . Besides being interesting on theirn, q, N , n , a
own right they will prove to be crucial in Section 3.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let H s H . Then:a n, q, N, n , a
 .  .1. H is a pointed Hopf algebra with G H s a a cyclic group ofa a
order N.
 i j < 42. The set a x 0 F i F N y 1, 0 F j F r y 1 forms a linear basis of
H , hence dim H s Nr.a a
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<  .  n 4  .  nn n3. If n n then P H s sp a y 1 . If n ¦ n then P H s sp aa , 1 0 k a , 1 a k
4  .  i 4  .  i j <iy 1, x , P H s sp a y 1 for all i / n , and H s sp a , a x 0 F i, ja , 1 a k a 1
4F N y 1 .
 Ny1 i. ry1 ry1 Ny1 i.4. The elements l s 1rN  a x and l s x 1rN  al is0 r is0
are nonzero left and right integrals of H . In particular H is not unimodulara a
when r ) 1, and the distinguished grouplike element of H U , c , is determineda
 . ry1  .by c a s q and c x s 0.
5. As an algebra H ( kZ a H is a crossed product of a groupa Nr n s n, q, n, n
algebra and a Radford Hopf algebra with the tri¨ ial action.
6. If the field k is algebraically closed then H ( H as Hopf algebras fora b
any a , b g k*.
Proof.
1. Follows from Lemma 1.1.
w  .x2. For a s 0 it was proved in R1, Proposition 7 b using Bergman's
 w x .Diamond Lemma see, e.g., R1, page 214 for a description of this lemma .
The proof for a / 0 is very similar, and we merely sketch it following the
w  .xline of argument of the proof of R1, Proposition 7 b . Using the notation
 .  4of Remark 1.4, let T C s k A, B, D, X where A - B - D - X and the
substitution rules are
AN ¤ 1, B ¤ An , D ¤ 1, XA ¤ qAX , and X n ¤ a An n y 1 . .
The only ambiguities to consider are overlap ambiguities, and they are all
easily resolved. We just note that in the case a / 0, it is necessary to have
 r n .r s n so that q s q s 1 when resolving, for instance, the overlap
 ny1 . ny1 .ambiguity X X A s X XA .
w  .x 3. For a s 0 it was proved in R1, Theorem 4 a . Suppose a / 0 so
.  .iin particular n ¦ n , and let z g P H . Then the result follows in aa , 1 a
straightforward manner after expressing z in terms of the basis given in
 . ipart 2, to compare the expressions of D z and z m a q 1 m z. The
 .  .description of H follows now from 1 .a 1
w4. We show that l is a left integral. For a s 0 it was shown in R1,l
 .x  . Ny1 i.Proposition 7 d . Suppose a / 0. Since 1rN  a is a 2-sided inte-is0
 .  .  U .gral of k a it follows that al s l s « a l . Now, let f g G H bel l l a
 .  . ndetermined by f a s q and f x s 0. Using the facts that q s 1 and
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© is an algebra map we compute
Ny11
i ny1xl s x a xl  /N is0
Ny1 Ny11 1
i i n i i n ns q a x s q a a a y 1 .  /  /N Nis0 is0
Ny11
i n ns f © a a a y 1 . /N is0
Ny11
i n ns f © a f © a a y 1 . . . /N is0
Ny11
i n ns f © a a a y 1 s f © 0 s 0 s « x l . .  . . l / /N is0
Similarly, l is a right integral of H . Since l a s q ny1l s qy1l andr a l l l
l x s 0, it follows that c is the distinguished grouplike element of H Ul a
and that H is not unimodular.a
n  n.5. Since a is central in H it follows that K s k a ( kZ is aa Nr n
central Hopf subalgebra of H , hence is normal. Let p : H ª H bea a n, q, n, n
 .  .the Hopf algebra surjection determined by p a s a and p x s x. Then
H Kqs kerp , hence the following is a short exact sequence of Hopfa
algebra maps,
i p
K ¨ H ª H ,a n , q , n , n
where i is the inclusion map. Thus, H ( kZ a H . Finally, bya Nr n s n, q, n, n
w xDT , the action is the trivial one since kZ is central.Nr n
 :  :6. Let H s k a, x and H s k g, y . Then it is straightforward toa b
 .  .check that the map f : H ª H determined by f a s g and f x sa b
 .1r narb y is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras. This completes the proof
of the proposition.
We now consider the family of the dual Hopf algebras H U .n, q, N, n , a
LEMMA 2.2. Let H s H , and assume k contains a primiti¨ e Ntha n, q, N , n , a
<  U . < <  U . <root of unity v. If a s 0 then G H s N, and if a / 0 then G H s0 a
 < 4a 0 F i F N y 1 N di¨ ides n ni .
Proof. For a s 0 and n s 1 the statement is clear since H s kZ .a N
 U .Suppose a s 0 and n ) 1, and let f g G H . Since f is an algebra0
N  . ihomomorphism and a s 1, it follows that f a s v for some 0 F i F
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 .N y 1, and the relation xa s qax yields that f x s 0. Now, it is straight-
 . iforward to check that the map f : H ª k determined by f a s v for0
 .some 0 F i F N y 1 and f x s 0 is indeed an algebra homomorphism.
Thus, the result follows.
 .  U .Suppose a / 0 so in particular n ) 1 , and let f g G H . As above,a
 . i  . n  n nf a s v for some 0 F i F N y 1, and f x s 0. Now, since x s a a
.  .n  n.  n n .  n ni .y 1 it follows that 0 s f x s f x s af a y 1 s a v y 1
<  U .  <which is equivalent to N n ni. Therefore, G H and 0 F i F N y 1 Na
4di¨ ides n ni are in one to one correspondence and the result follows.
 < 4Remark 2.3. Since 0 F i F N y 1 N di¨ ides n ni is a subgroup of Z itN
 < 4follows that a 0 F i F N y 1 N di¨ ides n ni divides N. Moreover, since
<  U . <Nrn F N y 1 is an integer we have that n F G H F N.a
We are ready now to characterize Radford's H via self duality.N, n , v .
THEOREM 2.4. Let H s H . Then H is self dual if and only ifa n, q, N, n , a a
a s 0, and either H s kZ or H s H .0 N 0 N, n , v .
w xProof. The ``only if'' part is R1, Proposition 8 . Conversely, suppose Ha
<  U . <is self dual, and assume on the contrary that a / 0. Then G H sa
<  . <  < 4G H s N, hence by Lemma 2.2, a 0 F i F N y 1 N di¨ ides n ni s N.a
<In particular N n n which is a contradiction. Therefore, a s 0 and the
w xresult follows from R1, Proposition 8 .
We now determine when H U is pointed.a
THEOREM 2.5. Let H s H , and assume k is algebraically closed.a n, q, N, n , a
Then H U is pointed if and only if a s 0. Moreo¨er, if a / 0 then H Ua a
contains an n2-dimensional simple subcoalgebra.
Proof. Suppose a s 0. If r s 1 then H s kZ , hence H U s kZ is0 N 0 N
 . Upointed. Suppose r ) 1 so H / kZ . We show that H is pointed by0 N 0
proving that all its irreducible comodules are 1-dimensional, and hence
that all its simple subcoalgebras are 1-dimensional which is to say that it is
pointed. Equivalently, we prove that all the irreducible H -modules are0
1-dimensional. Indeed, suppose V is an irreducible H -module so that0
 i .dim V ) 1. Let 0 / ¨ g V so that a ? ¨ s l¨ , l g k. Since a ? x ? ¨ s
i i  . i  i . i iq x ? a ? ¨ s ql x ? ¨ it follows that either x ? ¨ s 0 or x ? ¨ is an
eigenvector of a, all i. Let i G 0 be the minimal integer so that x i ? ¨ / 0
iq1  r .  i 4but x ? ¨ s 0 such an i exists since x s 0 . Then, sp x ? ¨ is stablek
under the action of a and x, hence is a nontrivial 1-dimensional submod-
ule of V which is a contradiction, and the result follows.
 . UConversely, suppose a / 0 so in particular n ) 1 . We show that H isa
not pointed by constructing irreducible H -modules of dimension greatera
than 1. It will follow that H U contains simple subcoalgebras of dimensiona
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greater than 1 and hence is not pointed. Pick an Nth primitive root of
unity v g k and define the H -module V as follows: V has a linear basisa v v
 4¨ , . . . , ¨ and the action, ?, is determined by0 ny1
a ? ¨ s qyiv¨ and x ? ¨ s b ¨ ,i i i iq1
w  n n .x1r nwhere b s a v y 1 . Note that since v / 1 and N does not divide
n n it follows that b / 0. It is straightforward to check that this definition
is compatible with the defining relations of H . For example, x n ? ¨ sa i
n  n n .  n n .  yi .n n .  n nb ¨ s a v y 1 ¨ and a a y 1 ? ¨ s a q v y 1 ¨ s a viqn i i i
. ny 1 ¨ as q s 1. We claim that V is irreducible. Indeed, let 0 / V : Vi v v
ny1  4be a submodule. Since a: V ª V is diagonalizable, V s [ sp ¨ andv k iis0
¨ , ¨ are eigenvectors of distinct eigenvalues for 0 F i / j F n y 1, iti j
follows that there exists 0 F i F n y 1 so that ¨ g V. But then, ¨ s x jy i ?i j
¨ g V for all j, and hence V s V . Therefore, if H U is pointed theni v a
a s 0. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
w xBy R1, Proposition 8 , H is self dual, so in particular its dual isN, n , v .
pointed. By Theorem 2.5, HU is always pointed regardless being selfn, q, N , n
dual. In fact we can say more.
PROPOSITION 2.6. Let H s H / kZ , and let v g k be a primiti¨ en, q, N, n N
Nth root of unity. Then H* s H n for some 0 F m F N y 1 soNrN, n ., v , N , m
that q s v m.
< mProof. Since n N there exists 0 F m F N y 1 so that q s v . Using
 .Proposition 2.1 2 , define A, X g H* as
 i j: i  i j:A , a x s d v , and X , a x s dj , 0 j , 1
for all 0 F i F N y 1, 0 F j F r y 1. Then it is straightforward to check
 .  . r nmthat A g G H* is of order N, X g P H* , X s 0, XA s v AX, andA , «
 : nfinally that H* s k A, X s H .NrN, n ., v , N , m
COROLLARY 2.7. Let H s H / kZ , and let v g k be a primi-a n, q, N , n , a N
ti¨ e Nth root of unity. Then as an algebra H U ( H n a kZ is aa n rn, n ., v , n, m t Nr n
crossed product of a Radford Hopf algebra and a group algebra for some
0 F m F N y 1 so that q s v m. If moreo¨er a / 0 then H U (a
H a kZ .n, q, n, n t Nr n
 .Proof. By the proof of Proposition 2.1 5 , we have the following short
exact sequence of Hopf algebra maps:
i p
kZ ¨ H ª H .Nr n a n , q , n , n
Dualizing yields the following short exact sequence of Hopf algebra maps:
p * i*U UH ¨ H ª kZ *. .n , q , n , n a Nr n
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 . USince kZ * ( kZ as Hopf algebras and by Proposition 2.6, HNr n Nr n n, q, n, n
( H n for some 0 F m F N y 1 so that q s v m, it follows thatn rn, n ., v , n, m
U  .nH ( H a kZ . If moreover a / 0 then n, n s 1 anda n rn, n ., v , n, m t Nr n
hence v s qny1mod n. is a primitive nth root of unity so that v n s q. Thus,
Uby Theorem 2.4, H ( H and the result follows.n, q, n, n n, q, n, n
We shall need the following lemma in which we find all the Hopf
subalgebras of H .n, q, N, n
LEMMA 2.8. Let H s H / kZ and B : H be a Hopf subalgebran, q, N , n N
 .  .  .of H. Then either B s kG B where G B is a subgroup of a , or there exists
<  . <  Nr s :an integer 1 F s F N so that s N, Nrs n , and B s k a , x s
H N r s .n rn, Nr s., q , s, n rNr s.
 . w xProof. Suppose B / kG B . Then by the Taft]Wilson Theorem TW ,
B must contain a nontrivial skew primitive element P. Without loss of
 .igenerality we may assume that P g P B for some 0 F i F N y 1. Bya , 1
 .Proposition 2.1 3 , i s n , and hence x g B.
Let i: B ª H be the inclusion map. Then i*: H* ª B* is a surjection
 : nof Hopf algebras. By Proposition 2.6, H* s k A, X s HNrN, n ., v , N , m
m for some 0 F m F N y 1 so that q s v where A, X are as in the proof
.of Proposition 2.6 . Therefore, B* is generated as an algebra by
 .  .  .  .  .  . mi* A , i* X and i* A g G B* , i* X g P B* note that sincei* A. , 1
 . . <  . < <x g B, i* X must be nontrivial . Set s s i* A . Then s N. It is now
straightforward to check that there exists a surjection of Hopf algebras
  .  .:   ..nH ª B* s k i* A , i* X here m means m mod s whichNrN , n ., v , s, m
 . w xis also an injection by Proposition 2.1 3 and M, Theorem 5.3.1 . Now,
v Nr s is a primitive sth root of unity, and hence by Proposition 2.6,
B s HU n s H N r s for some b so that v n s v Nb .r s.NrN, n ., v , s, m sr s, m ., q , s, b
 . <In particular the last equation implies that Nrs n and b s
 . .nr Nrs mod s . This concludes the proof of the lemma.
It is known that H is quasitriangular if and only if N s 2n and nN , n , v .
w xis odd G1, R1 . In the following we investigate the quasitriangularity
of H .a
THEOREM 2.9. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0.
Then H s H is quasitriangular if and only if either H s kZ ora n, q, N, n , a a N
H s H , where n is odd.a 2 n , n , v .
Proof. We have to prove the ``only if'' part. We first show that if H isa
 .quasitriangular then a s 0. Suppose on the contrary that H , R isa
quasitriangular and a / 0. Write R s R1. m R2. in the shortest possi-
 1.4  2.4ble way. Then A s sp R and B s sp R are Hopf subalgebras of Ha
and A ( B*cop as Hopf algebras. In particular A, B, A*, and B* are
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 .pointed. Suppose A / kG A . Then using arguments similar to those used
in the first paragraph of the proof of Lemma 2.8 yields that an, x g A.
 n :Therefore, we have an inclusion of Hopf algebras k a , x : A, and
 n :Uhence a surjection of Hopf algebras A* ª k a , x . Since A* is pointed,
 n :U  n :U nso is k a , x . But, k a , x s H is not pointed by Theo-n, q , NrN, n ., 1, a
 .  m.rem 2.5, which is a contradiction. We conclude that A s kG A s k a
< cop  m.for some m N, and since B ( A* it follows that B s k a as well.
 .  .Therefore, R g k a m k a . Let v g k be a primitive Nth root of unity.
w xBy R1, page 219 , there exists 0 F l F N y 1 so that
Ny11
yi j i jlR s v a m a . 4 . /N i , js0
 .  n .  n .By QT.5 , a m x q x m 1 R s R x m a q 1 m x ; that is,
Ny1 Ny11 1
yi j jl iqn jl yi j i i jlv q a m a x q v q a x m a  /  /N Ni , js0 i , js0
Ny1 Ny11 1
yi j i jlqn yi j i jls v a x m a q v a m a x . 5 .  /  /N Ni , js0 i , js0
 . yi j jl  . y iqn . j jl yn jThus, 1rN v q s 1rN v , i.e., q s v for all j. In particu-
nl yn n <lar, for j s n we obtain 1 s q s v . Thus, N n n which is a contradic-
tion. Therefore a s 0.
 .Suppose H / kZ , H R is quasitriangular, and let A andn, q, N, n N n, q, N, n ,
 .   .B be defined as before. Suppose A / kG A equivalently, B / kG B
cop.since A ( B* . By Lemma 2.8, there exist integers 1 F s, s9 F N so that
<  .  . <s, s9 N, Nrs , Nrs9 n and
 Nr s : N r sA s k a , x s Hn rn , Nr s. , q , s , n rNr s.
and
 Nr s9 : N r s9B s k a , y s H .n rn , Nr s9. , q , s9 , n rNr s9.
Since A ( B*cop, it follows from Proposition 2.6 that s s s9, and hence by
w xG2, Lemma 1.1.2 there exists a primitive sth root of unity x so that
Nr s n rNr s. Nr s yn rNr s. <q s x and q s x . Therefore N 2n , and since n - N,
we conclude that N s 2n . Now, since A and B generate H as an, q, N , n
Hopf algebra, we must have s s N. Therefore we may assume that x s v
and Hence q s v n. Since by assumption H / kZ , we have thatn, q, N, n N
< n < < n
2
< 21 - r s q s v , and hence 2n ¦ n which implies that n is odd.
Therefore, A s B s H s H where n is odd.n, q, N, n 2 n , n , v .
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 m.  .If A s B s k a then again R must be of the form 4 . But then it
 .follows from 5 that l must be invertible in Z , and hence that on oneN
hand q s vyn ly1 and on the other hand q s v n ly1. Therefore, N s 2n
n w  .xand q s v s y1. By R1, Corollary 3 a , H s H where nn, q, N, n 2 n , n , v .
is odd. This completes the proof of the theorem.
We conclude this section with an example.
EXAMPLE 2.10. The least-dimensional new Hopf algebra in our family
is an 8-dimensional Hopf algebra, namely H s H , generated as8 2, y1, 4, 1, 1
 .  .an algebra by a g G H and x g P H which satisfy the relations8 a, 1 8
a4 s 1, x 2 s a2 y 1 and xa s yax.
By Proposition 2.1, as an algebra H s kZ a H is an extension of kZ8 2 s 4 2
by Sweedler's Hopf algebra H . By Theorem 2.9, H is not quasitriangular4 8
 U .  4even though kZ and H are. By Lemma 2.2, G H s 1, f is of order2 4 8
 .  .2, where f : H ª k is determined by f a s y1 and f x s 0. By8
Corollary 2.7, as an algebra HU s H a kZ is an extension of H by kZ .8 4 t 2 4 2
U  .By Theorem 2.5, H is not pointed and it contains a unique 4-dimen-8
sional simple subcoalgebra. In particular H is not self dual.8
3. THE FAMILY Un, N, n , q, a , b , g .
In this section we first construct a new family of finite-dimensional
pointed and unimodular Hopf algebras, denoted by U , whichn, N , n , q, a , b , g .
generalizes Radford's family U . Second, we show that over anyN , n , v .
infinite field which contains a primitive nth root of unity, our new family
contains infinitely many nonisomorphic Hopf algebras of any dimension of
the form Nn2, where 2 - n - N are integers so that n divides N. Thus, we
w xprove that Kaplansky's 10th conjecture K is false. Third, we use Theorem
w x2.5 to generalize G3, Theorem 1.2.2 and show that over an algebraically
closed field of characteristic zero the family U , any N, is unique withN , n , v .
 .  .respect to properties U.1 ] U.3 .
We start by introducing U . Let n ) 1, n and N be positiven, N, n , q, a , b , g .
<integers such that 1 F n - N and n N, and let a , b , g g k. Suppose that
< n <q g k is a primitive nth root of unity, and let r s q . For a s b s 0 we
define U exactly as U except that now yx y qyn xy sn, N, n , q, 0, 0, g . N, n , v .
 2n .  .  .  .  .g a y 1 . For a , b / 0, 0 we assume that n, n s 1 hence r s n ,
and N ¦ n n. In this case, as an algebra U s U is gener-a , b , g n, N , n , q, a , b , g .
ated by a, x and y which satisfy the relations
aN s 1, x n s a an n y 1 , y n s b an n y 1 , .  .
xa s qax , ya s qy1ay , and yx y qyn xy s g a2n y 1 . .
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The coalgebra structure of U is determined bya , b , g
D a s a m a, D x s x m an q 1 m x , D y s y m an q 1 m y , .  .  .
« a s 1, « x s 0, and « y s 0. .  .  .
The antipode of U is determined bya , b , g
s a s ay1 , s x s yqyn ayn x , and s y s yqnayn y. .  .  .
Note that if v is a primitive Nth root of unity and N ¦ n 2, then
U s U n , and U n ( U asN , n , v . NrN , n ., N, n , v , 0, 0, 1. NrN , n ., N, n , v , 0, 0, g . N, n , v .
Hopf algebras for any g g k* which has a square root in k.
 .  .Remark 3.1. Suppose a , b / 0, 0 . Then to construct Un, N, n , q, a , b , g .
we follow the line of argument and notations used by Radford in order to
w x  .construct U R1, 5.2 see also Remark 1.4 . We let C be theN, n , v .
 45-dimensional coalgebra over k with basis A, B, D, X, Y whose structure
is determined by
D A s A m A , D B s B m B , D D s D m D , .  .  .
D X s X m B q D m X , and D Y s Y m B q D m Y , .  .
 .and let I be the ideal of the tensor algebra T C generated by
AN y 1, B y An , D y 1, XA y qAX , YA y qy1AY ,
X n y a An n y 1 , Y n y b An n y 1 , .  .
and YX y qyn XY y g A2n y 1 . .
The details are straightforward to work out.
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let U s U . Then:a , b , g n, N , n , q, a , b , g .
 .  .1. U is a pointed Hopf algebra with G U s a a cyclica , b , g a , b , g
group of order N.
 i j l < 42. The set a x y 0 F i F N y 1, 0 F j, l F r y 1 forms a linear ba-
sis of U , hence dim U s Nr 2.a , b , g a , b , g
 .  n 4  .  ¨ 4n ¨3. P U s sp a y 1, x, y , P U s sp a y 1 for alla , 1 a , b , g k a , 1 a , b , g k
 .  i j l < 4¨ / n , and U s sp a , a x, a y 0 F i, j, l F N y 1 .a , b , g 1 k
 Ny1 i. ry1 ry14. The element l s 1rN  a x y is a nonzero 2-sided inte-is0
gral of U . In particular U is unimodular.a , b , g a , b , g
’5. If a , b , g / 0, and g g k, then as an algebra, U (a , b , g
kZ a U is a crossed product of a group algebra and a Radford HopfNr n s n, n , v .
algebra for some primiti¨ e nth root of unity v.
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6. Let a , b , g , a 9, b9, g 9 g k* and assume that k s k n. Then:
 .a U ( U as Hopf algebras.a , b , 0 a 9, b 9, 0
 .b Suppose N ¦ 2n . Then U ( U as Hopf algebras ifa , b , g a 9, b 9, g 9
and only if abrg n s a 9b9rg 9n.
Proof.
1. Follows from Lemma 1.1.
w  .x2. For U it was proved in R1, Proposition 10 b usingN, n , v .
Bergman's Diamond Lemma. The proof for U is very similar, and wea , b , g
wmerely sketch it following the line of argument from the proof of R1,
 .x  .Proposition 10 b . Using the notation of Remark 3.1, let T C s
 4k A, B, D, X, Y where A - B - D - X - Y and the substitution rules
are
AN ¤ 1, B ¤ An , D ¤ 1, XA ¤ qAX , YA ¤ qy1AY ,
X n ¤ a An n y 1 , Y n ¤ b An n y 1 , .  .
and YX ¤ qyn XY q g A2n y 1 . .
The only ambiguities to consider are overlap ambiguities, and they are all
 .  .easily resolved. We just note that in the case a , b / 0, 0 it is necessary
 r n .to have r s n so that q s q s 1 when resolving, for instance, the
 . ny1  ny1.overlap ambiguity YX X s Y XX .
3. The proof follows the line of argument and notations of the proof
w x  .  :of G2, Lemma 1.2.1 . Specifically, let A s k a , B s k a, x , H s
 :  4  4k a, y , B be the coradical filtration of B and H be the coradicalm m
filtration of H. Note that B s H s A. Set0 0
B 1 s Ax , H 1 s Ay , .  .
m m
B m s B 1 , H m s H 1 for 1 F m , .  .  .  .
and B 0 s H 0 s A. .  .
Using parts 2 and 3 of Proposition 2.1 it is straightforward to verify that
ry1
B s B i , B 0 s B , B s B 0 [ B 1 , .  .  .  .[ 0 1
is0
ry1
H s H i , H 0 s H , and H s H 0 [ H 1 . .  .  .  .[ 0 1
is0
w xTherefore, B and H are coradically graded CM, Section 2 . Since Ua , b , g
w xs B m H it follows from CM, Lemma 2.3 that U is coradicallyA a , b , g
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graded where,
m
U m s B i m H m y i . .  .  .a , b , g A
is0
 .  .In particular, U s U 0 s A anda , b , g 0 a , b , g
U 1 s B 0 m H 1 q B 1 m H 0 s H 1 q B 1 . .  .  .  .  .  .  .a , b , g A A
 .  .  .Thus U s U 0 [ U 1 s A [ Ax [ Ay and the result fol-a , b , g 1 a , b , g a , b , g
lows.
 . Ny1 i.  .4. Since 1rN  a is a 2-sided integral of k a and a commutesis0
ry1 ry1  .with x y , it follows that al s la s l s « a l. By the same reason,
r r  .  . since at any rate x , y g k a l ker « it follows that xl s l y s 0 see
 ..the proof of Proposition 2.1 4 . We show now that l x s 0. Indeed, by
simple induction we have
iy1 iy1
i yin i y iy1.n yjn 2n iy1 yjn iy1y x s q xy q g q q a y y g q y .  /  /js0 js0
r  .  .Using this and the fact that x g k a l ker « we compute
Ny11
i ry1 ry1l x s a x y x / /N is0
Ny11
i ry1 n ry1 3n 2n ry2 n ry2s a x q xy y g q a y q g q y . /N is0
Ny11
i ry1 3n 2n n ry2s g a x yq a q q 1 y . /N is0
Ny11
i n 2n n ry1 ry2s g a yq a q q 1 x y . /N is0
Ny11
n 2n n i ry1 ry2s « yq a q q 1 g a x y s 0 s « x l. . .  /N is0
Similarly, yl s 0, and the result follows.
n  n.5. Since a is central in U it follows that K s k a ( kZ isa , b , g Nr n
 .a central Hopf subalgebra of U , hence is normal. Since n, n s 1a , b , g
there exist integers a, b such that 1 s an q bn . Set v s q b. Then v is a
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primitive nth root of unity, and v n s q. Let p : U ª U be thea , b , g n, n , v .
 .  .  .’Hopf algebra surjection determined by p a s a, p x s g x, and p y
q’s g y. Then U K s ker p , hence the following is a short exacta , b , g
sequence of Hopf algebra maps,
i p
K ¨ U ª U ,a , b , g n , n , v .
where i is the inclusion map, and the result follows.
 .6. Following the lines of the proof of Proposition 2.1 6 , it is
straightforward to check, using part 3 of this proposition, that if f : Ua , b , g
 :  :s k a, x, y ª U s k g, z, w is an isomorphism of Hopf algebrasa 9, b 9, g 9
 .  .  .1r n  .  .1r nthen f a s g, f x s u ara 9 z and f y s ¨ brb9 w for some
nth roots of unity u, ¨ g k note that if a s a 9 and b s b9 then the
n .assumption k s k is redundant . If g s g 9 s 0 then such an f is indeed
an isomorphism of Hopf algebras. If g , g 9 / 0 then since N ¦ 2n it
2n  yn .  2n .follows that g y 1 / 0, and hence that f yx y q xy s g f a y 1 if
 .1r n yn .  2n .and only if u¨ abra 9b9 zw y q wz s g g y 1 if and only if
y1 y1 y1r n n n .u ¨ abra 9b9 g s g 9 if and only if abrg s a 9b9rg 9 .
COROLLARY 3.3. Kaplansky's 10 th conjecture is false o¨er any infinite
field which contains a primiti¨ e nth root of unity for some n ) 2.
Proof. The conjecture was that there exist only finitely many noniso-
morphic Hopf algebras of any given dimension. But, since the field is
 .infinite, it follows by Proposition 3.2 6 that the family U , where g / 0,1, 1, g
contains infinitely many nonisomorphic Hopf algebras of any dimension of
2the form Nn , where 2 - n - N are integers so that n divides N.
In what follows we characterize Radford's U as a distinguishedN, n , v .
subfamily of our new family via minimal quasitriangularity.
LEMMA 3.4. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
Let U be a Hopf algebra o¨er k which satisfies the following:
 .  .1. G U s a is a cyclic group of order N.
 .n2. There exists an integer 1 F n - N so that dim P U s 3.k a , 1
 :Then U contains two Hopf subalgebras, H s k a, x andn , v , N, n , a1 1 1
 :H s k a, y for some n , n g N, a , a , v , v g k. Moreo¨er,n , v , N , n , a 1 2 1 2 1 22 2 2
 .H l H s kG U .n , v , N , n , a n , v , N , n , a1 1 1 2 2 2
 .Proof. Since kG U is a commutative semisimple algebra over an
 .algebraically closed field of characteristic zero all kG U -modules are
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 .  .direct sums of 1-dimensional kG U -submodules. Since kG U acts on
 .  .n nP U by conjugation it follows that P U is a direct sum of threea ,1 a , 1
 .1-dimensional kG U -submodules. Therefore we may assume that there
 n 4  .nexists a basis a y 1, x, y for P U so thata , 1
xa s v ax and ya s v ay ,1 2
< < < n <where v is an Nth root of unity for i s 1, 2. Set n s v and r s vi i i i i
for i s 1, 2. Following the line of argument of the proof of Theorem 1.5
r1  n r1 . r2  n r2 .yields that x s a a y 1 and y s a a y 1 for some a , a g k.1 2 1 2
 :Therefore there exist surjections of Hopf algebras H ª k a, xn , v , N, n , a1 1 1
 :  .and H ª k a, y which are also injections by Proposition 2.1 3n , v , N, n , a2 2 2w xand M, Theorem 5.3.1 . This completes the proof of the lemma.
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let U be a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra o¨er an
algebraically closed field k of characteristic zero. Then the following are
equi¨ alent:
1. U satisfies the following conditions:
 . 2i There exist integers 1 F n - N, N ¦ n , so that as an algebra
 .nU is generated by a grouplike element a, of order N, and by the space P Ua , 1
of dimension 3.
 . copii U ( U* as Hopf algebras.
2. U s U , where n is odd.2n , n , v .
 .  .  .Proof. Suppose 2 holds. Then i is just U.1 . We prove ii . By
 .  i j l < 4Proposition 3.2 2 , the set a x y 0 F i - N, 0 F j, l - r forms a linear
basis of U. Define A, X and Y in U* as follows:
ii j l i i j l n i :  :A , a x y s v d d , X , a x y s v d d s y1 d d .j , 0 l , 0 j , 1 l , 0 j , 1 l , 0
and
ii j l n i :Y , a x y s v d d s y1 d d .j , 0 l , 1 j , 0 l , 1
for 0 F i F 2n y 1 and 0 F j, l F r y 1. Using a similar argument to the
w x  i j l <one used in the proof of G2, Lemma 1.1.2 yields that the set A X Y 0 F
4i - N, 0 F j, l - r forms a linear basis of U*. It is now straightforward to
check that the map f : U ª U*cop given by
f a s A , f x s X and f y s Y .  .  .
is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras.
Assume 1 holds. It follows from Lemma 3.4 that there exist x, y g
 .  :  :nP U such that k a, x s H and k a, y s H . Leta , 1 n , v , N, n , a n , v , N , n , a1 1 1 2 2 2
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cop  .f : U ª U* be the isomorphism of Hopf algebras which exists by ii . Set
 .  .  .  .f a s A, f x s X and f y s Y. It follows that A g G U* and v s
 :A, a g k is a primitive Nth root of unity. By Lemma 3.4 there exists an
inclusion of Hopf algebras, i: H ª U, hence there exists an , v , N , n , a1 1 1
 .  .  .surjection of Hopf algebras, i*: U* ª H *. Since i* A , i* Xn , v , N, n , a1 1 1
 .  .and i* Y generate H * as an algebra it follows that eithern , v , N, n , a1 1 1
 .  .i* X / 0 or i* Y / 0. Therefore using a similar argument to the one
w xused in the third paragraph of the proof of G2, Lemma 1.1.2 we conclude
 :  :  :that either X, x / 0 or Y, x / 0. Let Z be X or Y so that Z, x / 0.
 :  : ynThen v Z, ax s Z, xa yields v s v . In the same manner either1 1
 :  : ynX, y / 0 or Y, y / 0 and the equality ya s v ay yields v s v . In2 2
 :  yn : yn nparticular v s v . Therefore ZA, x s v AZ, x implies v s v .1 2
2n < 2Thus, v s 1 and N 2n . Since n - N we have N s 2n . But N ¦ n
hence we conclude that n is odd. Moreover, since v n s y1 it follows
 .  .  .  .from the definition of D x and D y that D yx q xy s xy q yx m 1 q 1
 . < n 2 <  2 .m xy q yx . By Lemma 1.3, xy q yx s 0. Finally, r s v s 2nr 2n , n
2  2n . 2s 2, hence x s a a y 1 s 0. Similarly, y s 0. We conclude that1
there exists a surjection of Hopf algebras U ª U, which is also an2n , n , v .
 . w xinjection by U.2 and M, Theorem 5.3.1 . This completes the proof of the
proposition.
We are ready now to characterize Radford's U via minimalN, n , v .
quasitriangularity.
THEOREM 3.6. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
Let U be a Hopf algebra which satisfies the following:
1. There exist integers 1 F n - N, N ¦ n 2, so that as an algebra U is
 .ngenerated by a grouplike element a, of order N, and by the space P U ofa , 1
dimension 3.
 .  .i2. For any positi¨ e integer i / n mod N , dim P U s 1.k a , 1
3. U is minimal quasitriangular.
Then there exists a primiti¨ e Nth root of unity v g k such that U s U .N, n , v .
 .  nnProof. By Lemma 3.4, there exist x, y g P U so that the set a ya , 1
4  .n1, x, y forms a linear basis for P U and the following relations area , 1
satisfied,
aN s 1, xa s v ax , ya s v ay , x r2 s a an r2 y 1 , .2 1 2
and y r1 s a an r1 y 1 , .1
< n <where v is a primitive n th root of unity and r s v for i s 1, 2.i i i i
Moreover, as an algebra U is generated by a, x, and y. Since U is minimal
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w  . xquasitriangular it follows by R2, Proposition 2 d and Theorem 1 that
there exist two Hopf subalgebras B and H of U such that U is generated
cop  .by B and H and B* ( H as Hopf algebras. In particular B / kG B
 .  .and H / kG H , otherwise B s H s U : k a which is a contradiction.
Note also that B* and H* are necessarily pointed Hopf algebras.
 .Let C : U be a Hopf subalgebra such that C / kG C and C* is
 .pointed. Since U is pointed C is pointed as well. Since C / kG C it
w xfollows from Taft]Wilson Theorem TW that C contains a nontrivial skew
primitive element P. Without loss of generality we may assume that
 .  .iP g P U for some 0 F i F N y 1. By assumption 2, i s n . Thus D Pa , 1
n  n .s P m a q 1 m P and k a ; C. Since P must be a linear combination
of x, y, and an y 1 we conclude, using Lemma 2.8, that there exists an
<  . <integer 1 F s F N such that s N, Nrs n and C is one of the following
distinct Hopf subalgebras of U:
 Nr s :  Nr s :  Nr s :k a , x , y , k a , x , or k a , y .
If in addition v Nr s s v Nr s then C may also equal1 2
 Nr s :k a , a x q b y ,
where a , b are fixed elements in k*. Since B and H generate U it follows
by the above that the mutually exclusive possibilities for B and H are the
following:
1. B s H s U.
 :  :  .2. B s k a, x and H s k a, y or vice versa .
 :  :  .3. B s k a, x and H s k a, a x q b y or vice versa where a , b
are fixed elements in k*.
 :  :  .4. B s k a, y and H s k a, a x q b y or vice versa where a , b
are fixed elements in k*.
 :  :5. B s k a, a x q b y and H s k a, g x q d y where a , b , g , d are
fixed elements in k*, so that ad y bg / 0.
If 1 holds then by Proposition 3.5, U s U and we are done.2n , n , v .
If 3]5 hold then v s v . Since B* and H* are pointed it follows from1 2
Theorem 2.5 that for all a , b , g , d g k such that ab / 0 and gd / 0
 :  :k a, a x q b y ( k a, g x q d y ( Hn , v , N , n1 1
as Hopf algebras. Therefore since B*cop ( H as Hopf algebras it follows
w xfrom G2, Lemma 1.1.2 that there exists a primitive Nth root of unity v,
such that vyn s v s v s v n. Therefore N s 2n , n is odd and xy q yx1 2
 .s 0 see the proof of Proposition 3.5 . Thus U s U and we are2n , n , v .
done.
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Suppose 2 holds. Since B* and H* are pointed it follows from Theorem
w2.5 that B s H and H s H . Thus, it follows from G2,n , v , N, n n , v , N, n1 1 2 2xLemma 1.1.2 that there exists a primitive Nth root of unity v, such that
yn n r r wv s v and v s v . In particular r s r s r, so x s y s 0. By R2,1 2 1 2
x  .Theorem 2 , there exists a surjection of Hopf algebras p : D B ª U such
that p s id and p : B*cop ª H is an isomorphism of Hopf algebras.< B <B B*cop wLet A and X be the canonical generators of B*. Then using G2, Lemma
x w  .x1.1.2 and R1, Theorem 4 d we conclude that p is given by
p « j a s a, p « j x s x , p A j 1 s am , .  .  .
and p X j 1 s b y .
 .for some b g k*, and an integer m which satisfies m, N s 1 and
 .mn s n mod N . Since the relation
« j x X j 1 s v n 2 An j an q X j x y « j 1 .  .  .
 .holds in D B we conclude that the relation
yb yx q bvyn 2xy s a2n y 1
 .holds in U. Hence after replacing yb y by y we get that U s U .N, n , v .
This completes the proof of the theorem.
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